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History 
AIAA 76-1910 "Dynamic Modeling for Attitude 
Determination," E. J. Lefferts and F. L. Markley 
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History 
AIAA 78-1245 "A plication of Square-Root Filtering for 
Spacecraft Attitu d? e Control," J. A. Sorenson, S. F. 
Schmidt, and T. Goka 
* AIAA 78-1246 "Real Time Precision Attitude 
Determination System (RETPAD) for Hi hly 
Maneuverable Spacecrafts," K. Yong an ~f R. P. Headley 
AIAA 78-1247 "Attitude Control A1 orithms for the 
Solar Maximum Mission," F. L. Mar a ley 
AIAA 78-1248 "Precision Attitude Determination for 
Multimission Spacecraft," J. W. Murrell 
AIAA 78-1249 "Ap roximate Al~orithms for Fast 
Optimal Attitude P omputation, M. D. Shuster 
AIAA 78-1250 "Interferometric Attitude Determination 
with the Global Pos. Sys." J. F. Ellis and G. A. Creswell 
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Steady-State Kalman Filter 
1D attitude dynamics with gyro in model replacement mode 
L[@]=[%]+[o dt b  O O b  -1][@]+[;,] 
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Steady-State Kalman Filter 
1D attitude dynamics with gyro in model replacement mode 
K [ " = [ [ ~ ] + [ O  dt b  O O b  -~][@]+[;c.] 
Angle measurements at time interval At with NEA on 
-Assume At << filter time constant 
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Steady-State Kalman Filter 
1D attitude dynamics with gyro in model replacement mode 
"["=[[5]+[0 dt b O O b  -'I["+[;] 
Angle measurements at time interval At with NEA on 
-Assume At << filter time constant 
312 112 P,=o n[ 0 2 ~ t + o  v n 0 u (At)  ] , P,=-o n o u (At)  112 , 
112 112 
Pbb -0 u [ 0 2 + 2 0  v n o u ( ~ t )  1 
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Farrenkopf's Analysis 
"Analytic Steady-State Accuracy Solutions for Two Common 
Spacecraft Attitude Estimators," JGC, July-August 1978 
P,,(T) = o l4 [02 v + 2 S o  u (At)li2 + 0: ( ~ t ) ~ ] " ~  + - 2  1o2At u 
312 1 2 A 3 1/2 < = ~ - ' { o + ' o  n 4 1.4 ( ~ t ) ~ ~ ~ + i [ o ~ ~ t + 2 & ~  v u (At)  -o 3 u ( t ) ]  } 
2 2 3 112 6~ [on +oe + a o : ~ t + ~ l o ~ ( ~ t )  48 u ] 
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Farrenkopf's Analysis 
"Analytic Steady-State Accuracy Solutions for Two Common 
Spacecraft Attitude Estimators," JGC, July-August 1978 
* "Kalman Filtering for Spacecraft Attitude Estimation," 1982 
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Mass = 2315 kg 
Pointing = 5 arcsec 
Launch (Feb 1980) 
Spin stabilized (Jan 1981) 
- Henry Hoffman 
- Jim Donohue 
- Tom Flatley 
- "Satellite Doctors" 
Repaired (April 1984) 
Reentered (Dec 1989) 
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L a i i  A z =Ao -trace(ABT), 
where A. = Ciai  and B - ziaibiriT 
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where A. = zi a, and B = xi aibirT 
Davenport's q method : 
B + ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ t r a c e ( B )  
= k 0 - q T K q ,  where K = [  T 
( z ia ib i  x ri)  
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2 L - $ c , ~ , I ~ , -  Aril =Ao -trace(ABT), 
where ilo = x ia i  and B=xiaibir: 
Davenport's q method : 
B + B~ - IJx3 trace(B) xi aibi x ri 
= i l o - q T ~ q ,  where K = [  T 
(x iaibi  x r i )  trace(B) I 
~ = i l , - i l  max il max =Ao QUEST 
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2 
L = $xi a b - A 1 = ilo - trace(ABT), 
where ilo = Ciai and B = ziaibir,! 
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SVD method : 
where 4 = Ciai and B=Ciaibir? 
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SVD method : 
where jlo = Ciai and B = ~ ,a ,b , r f  
B = U S V ~ * A  opt =Udiag([l 1 de tude tv] )vT  
FOAM : 
A opt = ( K &  - det B)-' [ ( K  + ( 1  B1I2 ) B + A adjBT - BBT B], 
F max 
2 where K = +(Amm - 11 ~ 1 1 : )  
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Wahba's &&tern 
SVD method : 
where % = xi ai and B - xi aibirT 
FOAM : 
A opt =(ram= -detB)-'[(K+llBlI~)B+fl max adjBT-BBTB], 
2 where K = $ ( A ~ =  - 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ )  
"25 Years of Wahba's Problem" 
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2 
L i b i - A  =Ao-trace(ABT), 
where ;lo = Ciai and B = xiaibir; 
SVD method : 
B = U S V ~  A opt = U diag([l 1 det u det v])  v
FOAM : 
A opt =(dm, - det B)-' [ ( K  + 1 1  ~ 1 1 : ) ~  + A max adjBT - BBT B], 
2 where K = ~ ( A ~ =  - 1 1 ~ 1 1 : )  
"30 Years of Wahba's Problem" 
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SAMPEX (first SMEX mission) 
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Proposal (Sept 1988) 
Launch (July 1992) 
Mass = 160 kg 
Pointing = 2' 
Sensors 
- Sun sensor (0.5') 
- Magnetometers 
Actuators 
- One reaction wheel 
- Magnetic torquers 
80386 processor 
Largely developed by Tom Flatley 
Attitude matrix A from TRIAD 
Onboard ephemeris model 
Onboard magnetic field model (IGRF) 
Magnetic control law m = k (AH x B) 
mag 
AH=(H-Hoj)+(H-H,s), H = I o + H  wheel j, [ox]=-rhAT 
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Largely developed by Tom Flatley 
Attitude matrix A from TRIAD 
Onboard ephemeris model 
Onboard magnetic field model (IGRF) 
Magnetic control law m = kW (AH x B) 
AH = (H - Ho j) + (H - Has), H = 10 + Hwheel j , [OX] = - hT 
Needed a simple Kalman filter 
H=(I-K)H predicted + KHderived 
- 
Hpredicted (t) = ~ ( t )  A' ( t  - At)H(t - At) + (m x B)At 
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Small Explorer Satellite Finds Radiation Belt 
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Japan To Propose Global 
HST 
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HST 
Mass = 11,000 kg 
Pointing = 7 mas 
STS-31 release (April 1990) 
Mass = 11,000 kg 
Pointing = 7 mas 
STS-31 release (April 
SAGA 
- Henry Hoffman 
- Jim Donohue 
- MSFC 
- Lockheed 
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Zero Gyro Sunpoint (ZGSP) 
ZGSP 
- John Nelson and his Lockheed team 
- Points axis using sun sensor angles and derived rates 
- Momentum bias on this axis holds attitude during eclipse 
- Only rate damping around the sun line 
o 2 = ( B  B - B B )/(B: + B;) 
Y X  X Y  
- 38 consecutive days in Nov-Dec 1999 
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Zero Gyro Sunpoint (ZGSP) 
ZGSP 
- John Nelson and his Lockheed team 
- Points axis using sun sensor angles and derived rates 
- Momentum bias on this axis holds attitude during eclipse 
- Only rate damping around the sun line 
o z = ( B  B - B B )/(B: + B;) 
Y X  X Y  
- 38 consecutive days in Nov-Dec 1999 
System momentum test to detect "soft" gyro failure 
T dist = H + a x H - m x B - Tgravity gradient 
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TRMM 
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TRMM 
Mass = 3500 kg 
Pointing = 0.2' 
Mass = 3500 kg 
Pointing = 0.2' 
TRMM & XTE (1991) 
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t TRMM 
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TRMM 
Mass = 3500 kg 
Pointing = 0.2" 
TRMM & XTE (1991) 
ESA issues (1994) 
- DMSP fogging 
Mass = 3500 kg 
Pointing = 0.2" 
TRMM & XTE (1991) 
ESA issues (1994) 
- DMSP fogging 
Contingency mode 
- Joe Hashmall 
- Joe Sedlak 
- Steve Andrews 
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TRMM 
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a 
TRMM 
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Mass = 3500 kg 
Pointing = 0.2" 
TRMM & XTE (1991) 
ESA issues (1994) 
- DMSP fogging 
Contingency mode 
- Joe Hashmall 
- Joe Sedlak 
- Steve Andrews 
Launch (1997) 
Mass = 3500 kg 
Pointing = 0.2" 
TRMM & XTE (1991) 
ESA issues (1994) 
- DMSP fogging 
Contingency mode 
- Joe Hashmall 
- Joe Sedlak 
- Steve Andrews 
Launch (1997) 
Orbit raising (2001) 
WMAP 
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WMAP 
Proposal effort (Nov 1994) 
- Chuck Bennett 
- David Wilkinson 
- Cliff Jackson 
Earth-Sun L2 
- Passive cooling to 90 K 
- Infrequent thrusting 
Scan pattern 
- Spin axis 112.5" from Sun 
- Fast spin (0.5 rpm) 
- Slow precession (1 rph) 
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WMAP Scan Pattern 
O D D A K D  S P A C E  F L l G H T  C E N T E R  14 
WMAP ADACS 
Sun shield I z axis 
Concept (Dec 1994) 
- Zero momentum 
- Reaction wheels 
- Star tracker 
- Sun sensors 
- TARAS 
- Kalman filter 
Mass = 830 kg 
Pointing = 0.03 
* Launch (2001) #Ir G O D D A K D  S P A C E  F L I G H T  C E N T E R  
The least 
interesting figure 
in any paper 
The least 
interesting figure 
in any paper 
It became more 
interesting on 
February 17,2005 
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# G O D D A R D  S P A C E  F L l G H T  C E N T E K  
The least 
interesting figure 
in any paper 





Even though all the interesting problems were solved in 
1969 
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n 
Summary 
Even though all the interesting problems were solved in 
f t % & % - 2 9 7 2 . ~ ~ ~ 2 9 8 4 - - 2 9 8 7 - # 9 Q - M 1 9 9 6  
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Summary 
Even though all the interesting problems were solved in 
+%9--2432-497§-2938-2982-298$-~1998-2993-1996 
We can still find interesting problems to solve 
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